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1. Cast out of Big Law Paradise at a tender age. 

(a) My personal experience, but 

(b) The phenomenon of Big Law firms casting out their trusts and estates lawyers is 

not an uncommon one.  See the article in the New York Times of February 5, 

2013, entitled Debevoise & Plimton Drops Trusts and Estates Practice.  See 

Exhibit 1, attached.
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2. The purpose of this paper: 

(a) To describe the challenges that the lawyer on “the estate planning team” faces in 

serving the best interests of the client so 

(i) That the non-lawyer professional on the team may understand those 

challenges more thoroughly and better contribute to a successful outcome 

for the client, and  

(ii) That other estate planning lawyers may be better informed of those 

challenges and perhaps better prepared to deal with them. 

(b) To suggest ways to deal with these challenges.  

3. The Rules of Professional Conduct of the Florida Bar provide the ethical foundation of a 

Florida lawyer’s estate planning practice, just as they do for all Florida lawyers, 

regardless of their specialty.  I will refer to several of these rules during this talk as they 

pertain to estate planning.  However, I would like to discuss two of them at the threshold. 

(For convenience purposes, however, I will refer to the ABA’s Model Rules of 

Professional Conduct [“MRPC”].  Florida adopted those rules as its own on January 1, 

1987.) 

   

(a) The MRPC, in its Client-Lawyer relationship section, includes a rule that pertains 

to “Communication,” Rule 1.4.   

(i) Rule 1.4 states as follows: 

                                                 
1
 Also read Juan C. Antúnez’ post Big firm trusts & estates practice groups on his FLORIDA PROBATE & TRUST 

LITIGATION BLOG.  http://www.flprobatelitigation.com/2007/07/articles/trust-and-estates-litigation-in-the-news/big-

firm-trusts-estates-practice-groups/ 
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 (a)  A lawyer shall: 

 (1) promptly inform the client of any decision or circumstance with respect to which the 

client's informed consent, as defined in Rule 1.0(e), is required by these Rules; 

 (2) reasonably consult with the client about the means by which the client's objectives are 

to be accomplished; 

 (3) keep the client reasonably informed about the status of the matter; 

 (4) promptly comply with reasonable requests for information; and 

 (5) consult with the client about any relevant limitation on the lawyer's conduct when the 

lawyer knows that the client expects assistance not permitted by the Rules of Professional 

Conduct or other law. 

(b) A lawyer shall explain a matter to the extent reasonably necessary to permit the client to 

make informed decisions regarding the representation. 

(ii) In pertinent part, the ACTEC Commentaries on the Model Rules of 

Professional Conduct – The American College of Trust and Estate 

Counsel (Fourth Edition, 2006)
2
 on Rule 4.1 state on page 56 as follows:  

 

The nature and extent of the content of communications by the lawyer to the client will be 

affected by numerous factors, including the age, competence and experience of the client, the 

amount involved[,] the complexity of the matter, cost controls and other relevant considerations.  

The lawyer may exercise informed discretion in communicating with the client.  It is generally 

neither necessary nor appropriate for the lawyer to provide the client with every bit of 

information regarding the representation. 

*    *   * 

Effective personal communication is necessary in order to ensure that any estate planning 

documents that are prepared by a lawyer are consistent with the client’s intentions. 

(b) The MRPC also has a rule entitled “Terminology,” Rule 1.0.   

(i) Subparagraph (e) of that Rule defines “Informed Consent” as follows: 

 

(e) “Informed consent” denotes the agreement by a person to a proposed course of conduct after 

the lawyer has communicated adequate information and explanation about the material risks of 

and reasonably available opportunities to the proposed course of conduct. 

                                                 
2
 A copy of the Commentaries is available on the ACTEC website at www.actec.org/public/commentariespublic.asp. 
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(ii) The ACTEC Commentary on Rule 1.0 states in pertinent part as follows: 

The lawyer must make reasonable efforts to ensure that the client possesses information as to the 

law and the facts reasonably adequate to make an informed decision. 

4. The dilemma.   

(a) A lawyer’s estate planning practice demands that the client give informed consent 

and make informed decisions not to one or two obvious issues with which the 

client is already reasonably familiar, but to a significant range of issues from the 

fairly obvious to the profoundly obscure, many of which are completely unknown 

to the client until the lawyer describes them.   

(b) An ethical dilemma arises from the fee commitments that lawyers believe 

themselves driven to make in order to obtain an estate planning client 

engagement.  That is, lawyers feel compelled to accept fees that are often 

inadequate to compensate for the time and effort that the lawyer must devote to 

the engagement in order to comply with the ethical standards that the Rules of 

Discipline impose on the lawyer.   

(c) This can have several kinds of results: 

(i) One is what Patrick Lannon describes as a “race to the bottom in terms of 

quality and content of an estate plan,” that is, the transformation of the 

lawyer into someone whose contribution is “no more than selling forms, at 

the low end, with no room for real investigation of the client’s 

circumstances and custom drafting.”  This is ethically unacceptable and 

subjects the lawyer to risks that will kill a career: the risk of a bad 

reputation, the risk of malpractice claims, and even the risk of losing one’s 

license to practice law.  

(ii) Another is inadequate compensation.  This occurs where the lawyer who 

chooses to be ethical must devote time to an engagement for which he will 

not be adequately compensated.  The inadequacy can result from policies 

of the firm in which the lawyer may practice.  It can result from the 

lawyer’s own heedlessness about the compensation side of the 

engagement.  Or it can result from an inappropriate desire to collect 

clients, born of insecurity or uncertainty about the future.   

(d) What is to be done about that dilemma?  How is the estate planning lawyer to be 

reasonably paid for good work? 

5. The infinite variety of clients aggravates the dilemma, because the client is such an active 

participant in the estate planning process, unlike the case where the matter turns on 

witnesses, judges, and opposing counsel.  The problem is that there is no “standard 

client” and so there can be no standard time within which to do the work. 
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6. In considering the question of the kinds of clients who will often require an increase in 

what we may consider to be a “reasonable” amount of time, I would suggest that we are 

involved with three variables: 

(a) The “competence” of the client. By this I do not mean clients who are 

“incapacitated” but who are, for one reason or another, unable to give complete 

and focused attention to the estate planning process.  This sort of problem can 

arise out of particular circumstances that are temporary, the educational 

background of the client or his mental gifts, and the client’s general attitude 

toward estate planning.  For example, 

(i) The first time estate planning client who is essentially ignorant of the 

process. 

(ii) The client who has done estate planning before, comes in for an “update,” 

and does not understand why the process often needs to be virtually done 

over again.  

(iii) The client who expresses no interest in his estate tax exposure, because he 

is not going to be around to pay the taxes anyway, although his 

beneficiaries will certainly be interested. 

(iv) The client who has been pushed by a third party to do the estate planning, 

but is himself essentially not committed to the process. 

(v) The client who is in a hurry. 

(vi) The client who is not in a hurry. 

(vii) The client who is aged or aging (see the discussion below about the 

Gunster v. McAdam case). 

(viii) The client who is in the midst of a crisis, such as a divorce.  

(ix) The careless client.  For example, the client who does not follow 

instructions about providing information about his assets or his intentions, 

but waits until the signing conference to raise important questions or make 

important disclosures that the lawyer had not anticipated, thus derailing 

the conference. 

(x) The client who cannot or will not make up his mind about an important 

issue. 

(b) The family situation of the client.  For example, 
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(i) The married client who has had prior marriages, and has children of those 

prior marriages. 

(ii) The client with special needs persons in his family. 

(iii) The client who is in the midst of a divorce. 

(c) Finally, the client who has a number of different and unusual assets and related 

tax or management concerns. 

7. Nevertheless, there are posts in the media that describe fixed fee ranges.  For example, 

according to an article in the Personal Finance section of the Miami Herald, published on 

August 23, 2013, “An estate plan that includes a will, trust, power of attorney and living 

will cost $1500-$3000, the experts said.  The price could rise to about $5000 with the 

addition of specialized trust.”  The experts identified in the article are attorneys, Bruce 

Stone and Barry Nelson, and Debra Gauthier, a trust officer and certified financial 

planner at Wells Fargo Private Bank.  I know and respect all three of these people.  The 

Herald article did not attribute the particular quote to any of them.  But, really, how are 

lawyers to earn a reasonable fee within such ranges? 

8. I suggest that part of the solution is to appreciate fully what prospective clients are 

looking for when they come to a lawyer for estate planning.  They are looking for the 

sorts of documents that lawyers produce.  They want the documents to be appropriately 

drafted, of course.  They want them to reflect their intentions.  But the documents are the 

culmination of the effort that clients make when they come to the lawyer to do their estate 

planning.  This accounts for the fact that when lay people discuss pricing for estate 

planning work, they discuss it in terms of the documents they are buying from the lawyer.   

(a) It once annoyed me when I received a call asking me how much I charged “to do 

a will?”  As pleasantly as I could, I would answer that what I do is to assist people 

with their estate planning.  I would graciously (that is, patronizingly) concede that 

in the context of the estate planning work, I would draft an appropriate will and 

other estate planning documents.  But that sort of question, “what do I charge to 

do a will,” indicates that prospective clients are looking for a sort of product, 

something tangible, something that they can sign, hold in their hand, and then say, 

“There, I got this work done.  I feel so much better.” 

(b) My father was in the life insurance business.  He was a Chartered Life 

Underwriter (“CLU”) when that was about the only professional designation for 

life insurance agents around.  He was a Million Dollar Round Table producer, and 

served for years on the board of this council and at least one term as its president.  

To help sell a life insurance policy, he would very often get the life insurance 

company to issue a policy on the life of the prospect, before the sale was closed.  

The policy would be in the amount of coverage that my father thought the 

prospect needed.  My father would then meet with the prospect and let him hold 

the policy document in his hands, as my dad went over it.  Inevitably, Dad would 
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make the sale.  Of course, the insurance coverage was not effective until my dad 

had the check for the first premium in his hand, but it was somehow easier for the 

prospect to complete the transaction, once the prospect had something tangible to 

hold. 

(c) My suggestion, then, is play to that idea:  That estate planning lawyers sell 

documents, appropriate documents, that get their clients where they want to be. 

9. In connection with that suggestion, I would propose that estate planning lawyers think in 

terms of their selling two kinds or categories of estate planning documents, Major Estate 

Planning Documents and Related Estate Planning Documents.  Talking about the 

documents I would produce, I would use these two categories as the framework of my 

discussion with the client. 

(a) The Major Estate Planning Documents consist of the documents that people 

readily associate with estate planning.   

(i) These documents are the Last Will and Testament, a Revocable Trust 

perhaps, and a set of documents that I refer to as “Disability Documents.”  

Disability Documents include the Durable Power of Attorney, Designation 

of Health Care Surrogate, and Living Will. 

(ii) People who dare to give fee estimates for a lawyer’s estate planning 

services, estimates given in a relative vacuum of client information, are 

usually referring to this category of documents. 

(iii) Of course, a billable hour engagement is the gold-standard for lawyers, but 

most clients want a fee estimate.  A fee estimate, as every lawyer knows, 

immediately hardens in the client’s mind into a fixed-fee commitment 

within a nano-second after the client hears it.  So lawyers might as well be 

prepared to make fee commitments.  The Major Estate Planning 

Document category deals with documents that a lawyer could assign a 

reasonable, fixed fee, once the lawyer has enough information on the 

prospective client, his commitment, his intentions, and his particular 

family and asset situation.  Major Estate Planning Documents are such that 

a lawyer has a fighting chance to set a reasonable fixed fee.  

(iv) Having said all of that, I must confess that I often fail to achieve hourly 

rate Nirvana with my fixed fees, even if I know the client very well.  In a 

recent matter, we had about 20 lawyer hours and 3 paralegal hours in 

creating an amended and restated trust agreement for which we had 

committed to a $5,000 fee.  That came out to be a blended rate of about 

$250 per hour, about 70% of what our standard hourly rates would have 

produced.  This is the sort of thing that gets lawyers cast out of Big Law 

paradise.  
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(b) Related Estate Planning Documents, on the other hand, are those that people do 

not readily associate with estate planning.  

(i) Here are some examples of Related Estate Planning Documents: 

(1) The beneficiary designations, both primary and alternate, of life 

insurance, qualified plans, certain types of brokerage and bank 

accounts, deferred compensation arrangements, and any other 

written arrangement, specification, or agreement that the client has 

made or into which the client has entered that directs where the 

wealth represented by the subject asset or property interest is to go 

at the client’s death, very often regardless of what the client may 

have directed in any Major Estate Planning Document. 

(2) Written asset ownership arrangements which show that the client 

owns an asset concurrently with one or more other people so that 

the asset passes, at the client’s death, to the concurrent owner or 

owners if any survives the client, regardless of what the client may 

have directed in any Major Estate Planning Document.  One 

example of such an asset is a customer’s agreement with a stock 

broker that creates an account that the client and another person 

own together as joint tenants with right of survivorship.  Another 

example is a real estate deed delivered by the grantor to the client 

and another as grantees and that describes the client and that other 

person as joint tenants with right of survivorship or in a way that, 

under the law of the state in which the real estate is located, results 

in the client’s property interest moving at death to the surviving 

owner or owners. 

(3) Trust Agreements, whether revocable or irrevocable, which pertain 

to a trust estate to which the client has assigned, transferred, or 

gifted assets – or that some other person has transferred assets for 

the client’s benefit - and in respect to which the client has retained 

or otherwise possess the power to direct the distribution at the 

client’s death of part or all of the trust estate. 

(ii) I once described the matter of dealing with a client’s particular assets as 

“asset planning.”  I now discuss that part of the estate plan as helping the 

client understand the significance of the appropriate Related Estate 

Planning documents that control given assets and signing those 

documents.  In doing so, I shift the focus from the abstract, e.g., “Title to 

this asset needs to be changed from joint name to the name of the trustee,” 

to the particular, that is, to the question of identifying the particular 

document to be secured for the client’s signature, assigning responsibility 

to the one who is to secure it for the client, see that the client completes 
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and signs it satisfactorily, and do whatever further processing is required 

of that document to make the change that needs to be made. 

(1) If this responsibility is to remain with the lawyer, then at least the 

lawyer is in a much better position to offer fixed fees on a Related 

Estate Planning Document-by-Related Estate Planning Document 

basis, if the lawyer cannot achieve hourly-rate Nirvana. 

(2) However, as to certain Related Estate Planning Documents, the 

lawyer is not necessarily the professional who should be doing the 

work.  If we are dealing with life insurance contracts, then it is the 

insurance agent who should be assigned by the client to the task, if 

investment management or custodial accounts, then the trust 

officer, if brokerage accounts, then the financial advisor, if real 

estate titles, then the real estate lawyer, and if we are dealing with 

assets with which the accountant is involved, then the accountant, 

and so on. 

(3) In respect to the Related Estate Planning Documents, the client is 

to remain engaged, if that is what the client wants, or the client 

does not have to remain engaged.  At one extreme, the client can 

walk out of the office with a set of assignments and 

responsibilities, not to be seen by the estate planning lawyer until 

the next estate planning update, and, at the other extreme, the 

lawyer and his staff can deal with the accountant, the insurance 

agent, the trust officer, the broker, the real estate lawyer, and so on, 

to produce the appropriate Related Estate Planning Document for 

the client’s signature, or the lawyer and the client can agree upon 

something in-between, where the lawyer acts as a sort of 

quarterback for all or some number of the documents. 

10. There is risk in laying off the Related Estate Planning Documents to other professionals 

or the client.  In this connection, one might ask the question whether it is an ethical estate 

planning engagement for the lawyer to do only the Major Estate Planning Documents and 

simply to warn the client about the client’s need to deal with the Related Estate Planning 

Documents? 

(a) Gunster, Yoakley, Stewart, PA v. McAdam, 965 So. 2d 182 (Fla DCA 4
th

 Dist. 

2007) is a case well known among estate planning lawyers, or more accurately, 

notorious among estate planning lawyers.  In that case, the 4
th

 DCA affirmed a 

verdict of $1,043,430 against the Gunster firm and the estate planning lawyer, 

Daniel Hanley.  The issues on appeal included the question of whether the lawyer 
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and the client could effectively agree that it would be the client’s responsibility 

not the lawyer’s to fund the trust.
3
 

(i) Gunster argued that there was evidence that the estate planning lawyer and 

the client had agreed that it was the client’s responsibility for transferring 

assets to his Trust.  The lawyer, Daniel Hanley, had given his client a 

document entitled Summary of Operations for Revocable Trust of Charles 

V.  McAdam, Jr. which advised the client that he was responsible for 

transferring assets to his trust.  According to Gunster’s brief on appeal 

“both the Plaintiff’s expert and the Court agreed that Gunster did nothing 

wrong, initially, by drafting the Trust and advising McAdam that it was up 

to him to fund the Trust if he chose to do so.”  In other words, 

responsibility for the Related Estate Planning Documents was clearly on 

the client.  

(ii) A copy of Gunster’s Summary of Operations for Revocable Trust of 

Charles V.  McAdam, Jr. taken from Gunster’s Appendix to Initial Brief of 

Appellants, is attached as Exhibit 2.  Let us briefly consider that document 

together.  (It is excellent and one of the best examples of an asset memo 

that I have seen.) 

(1) The document clearly states that the advantages of a revocable 

trust depend on the extent to which the trust is funded with the 

client’s assets. 

(2) The document assigns responsibility.  It states that “You [the 

client] are responsible for transferring assets to your Trust.  .  .  .  

We will not be acting to transfer assets to the Trust unless 

specifically engaged by you to do so.” 

(3) The document lists various kinds of assets and describes what must 

be done with them to transfer them to the trust. In many cases, the 

document identifies the professional who could assist the client 

with the transfer of a particular kind of asset. 

(iii) Here is what the Plaintiff’s answer brief, at page 1, said about the matter, 

however: 

Hanley drafted Decedent’s 1998 Will and Revocable Trust, but failed to inquire and ensure that 

the trust, into which Decedent’s assets were to be transferred so as to avoid probate 

                                                 
3
 A copy of the briefs and related appendices and of the DCA’s opinion may be accessed via a post on the FLORIDA 

PROBATE & TRUST LITIGATION BLOG entitled 4th DCA: “Crowdsourcing” appellate briefs in million dollar 

malpractice verdict against Gunster, which my partner, Juan C. Antúnez, authored.  

Go to http://www.flprobatelitigation.com/2007/10/articles/ethics/4th-dca-crowdsourcing-appellate-briefs-in-million-

dollar-malpractice-verdict-against-gunster/ 

http://www.flprobatelitigation.com/about/
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administration, was funded.  Although Hanley had many opportunities over the next five years to 

ensure that the trust was funded, he did nothing.  Hanley’s file reflected that he was aware that 

Decedent had not transferred his stock brokerage account into the trust’s name, as planned, yet 

Hanley did nothing.  He knew that if Decedent’s assets had to be probated upon his death, 

instead of passing through the trust, that would generate unnecessary but large fees for itself and 

the corporate fiduciary, J.P. Morgan Trust N. A. (“JPM”) one of Gunster’s most important 

clients. 

(iv) In its opinion, the District Court of Appeal held that “[t]he trial court did 

not err in submitting to the jury the question of whether Gunster Yoakley 

had a duty to fund a revocable trust during decedent’s lifetime as there 

was sufficient evidence that Gunster Yoakley implicitly agreed to do so.”  

(b) Compare, however, MRPC 1.2, the Rule entitled Scope of Representation and 

Allocation of Authority between Client and Lawyer.  Paragraph (c) of that Rule 

states that 

A lawyer may limit the scope of the representation if the limitation is reasonable under the 

circumstances and the client gives informed consent [Florida adds, “in writing”).  [Bold mine.]  

(i) In my view, if the client situation is at the extreme end of the Related 

Estate Planning Documents continuum, that is, the client states that he will 

handle all of those documents himself, then it is crucial that the lawyer do 

something more than simply hand the client a form memorandum that 

discusses the importance of coordinating the title or beneficiary 

designation of his assets so that they fall in line with the estate plan 

expressed in the Major Estate Planning Documents.  Furthermore, the 

Florida version of the Rule requires the client to sign “a writing,” which 

does not appear to be present in the Gunster case. 

(ii) I had such an extreme situation in a recently completed estate planning 

case.   

(1) For purposes of this discussion, I will refer to my client as Jane 

Austen. Ms. Austen is in her mid-fifties, has never been married, 

and has no descendants.  She is a retired astronaut, was involved in 

successful start-ups related to the space industry after retirement, 

and now sits on the boards of several Fortune 500 companies.  She 

is very bright and reads everything.  Her wealth has heavy 

exposure to the estate tax, even with the present exemption.  She 

has residential real estate not only in Florida, but also in two other 

states. 

 

(2) As Exhibit 3, I have attached a copy of the letter that I sent her 

after the signing conference. It covers many of the topics that 
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Daniel Hanley’s “Summary of Operations” document covers, and 

in some cases not as well.  Yet I hope it will shield me from 

criticism if Ms. Austen should pass away without seeing to it that 

the Related Estate Planning Documents line up with her estate 

plan.  Why would I think that I will have better luck than Mr. 

Hanley? 

(3) What I believe may distinguish Mr. Hanley’s client from Mrs. 

Austen is my client’s age and status in life.  Mr. Hanley’s client, “a 

wealthy resident of Palm Beach,” was “about to turn 75 years old,” 

according to the Plaintiff’s Reply brief, when “he decided to 

update his estate plan.”  Ms. Austen is 20 years younger, hardly 

ever home, and is very active in business activities across the 

country.  I have reason to believe that she will follow through on 

her commitments.  Furthermore, despite what I say in my letter, I 

will be contacting her about those Related Estate Planning 

Documents.
4
 

11. What can be done to reduce the time cost to the lawyer but deliver quality estate 

documents, both Major and Related, to the client? 

12. Technology.   

(i) Most estate planning lawyers already use document assembly software 

that is sophisticated and very helpful. The software we use is called 

Lawgic, and it was developed by lawyers at Holland & Knight.  We spent 

a lot of money to acquire that program and we continue to spend money to 

keep it up.  Furthermore, we spent a lot of “unbillable” time learning the 

program and continue to spend “unbillable” time on the program keeping 

abreast of its changes.  The software will create a document that, in most 

cases, give us a draft that is about 70% complete.  The initial creation time 

will require at least 30 minutes of work at the computer.  The 30% that 

remains to be done could take one hour to three hours and maybe more.  In 

the course of creating that final 30% for Ms. Austin we exchanged drafts 

via email before we completed the document.  Furthermore, I had an 

experienced paralegal read the draft versions as we progressed.  So three 

of us were involved with the drafting.  In my experience, the use of 

sophisticated estate planning software to produce major estate planning 

documents does not necessarily make the process of producing the 

document faster, instead, it makes the end-product better.  It raises the bar 

in terms of quality.  It increases the competence level of what we do. 

                                                 
4
 In fairness to Mr. Hanley, there apparently was  testimony in the trial record that his client had some sort of 

psychological block about moving assets into his trust because he related that to getting ready to die.  The jury 

obviously did not credit that testimony. 
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(ii) I am exploring the use of software to assemble information about a client’s 

assets.  I have not yet found anything satisfactory and may have to develop 

software of my own.  If anyone knows of such software or is interested in 

developing such software, I would like to hear from them. 

(b) Use Associates.  Unlike litigators, estate planning lawyers find it difficult to 

leverage their work into associates.  It is important to develop associates that have 

estate planning proficiency, but this is not an easy solution to the dilemma.  

Associates require close supervision, a lot of training, and a good deal of 

seasoning. 

(c) Use paralegals.  Here is where important efficiencies are available, both on the 

Major Estate Planning Document side and the Related Estate Planning Document 

side.  A bright, committed paralegal is gold, and I refuse to identify the one with 

whom I am blessed at my office. 

(d) Qualify, qualify, qualify prospective clients and work hard on the terms of the 

engagement.  Always, be prepared to let a prospect go and be very careful with 

fee estimates. 

(e) Use the non-lawyer members of the estate planning team for all they are worth.  

On the Major Estate Planning Documents side, I love it when a competent, 

experienced, non-lawyer professional reads my drafts.  Furthermore, as already 

discussed, the use of the other team members can be crucial on the Related Estate 

Planning Document side. 

(f) Diversify one’s estate planning practice into a trusts and estates practice, so that 

the shortfalls in the fees you earn on the estate planning side are hedged by other 

parts of the estate planning practice.  See the Chart entitled “Diversification in the 

Trust and Estate Practice” that I attach as Exhibit 4. 

(g) Think about the matter of fees for Estate Planning in the context of the 

“reasonable fee” as described in MRPC 1.5(a), whether or not you have achieved 

a gold-standard fee agreement, mechanically produced by the application of one’s 

hourly rate to the billable time on the file.  Rule 1.5(a) provides as follows: 

A lawyer shall not make an agreement for, charge, or collect an unreasonable fee or an 

unreasonable amount for expenses. The factors to be considered in determining the 

reasonableness of a fee include the following: 

 (1) the time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty of the questions involved, and 

the skill requisite to perform the legal service properly; 

 (2) the likelihood, if apparent to the client, that the acceptance of the particular 

employment will preclude other employment by the lawyer; 
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 (3) the fee customarily charged in the locality for similar legal services; 

 (4) the amount involved and the results obtained; 

 (5) the time limitations imposed by the client or by the circumstances; 

 (6) the nature and length of the professional relationship with the client; 

 (7) the experience, reputation, and ability of the lawyer or lawyers performing the 

services; and 

 (8) whether the fee is fixed or contingent. 

13. Cast out of Big Law Paradise.  Happy Endings 

(a) Debevoise & Plimpton’s Trusts and Estates Group Finds New Home. Article in 

the New York Times of March 19, 2013, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit 5. 

(b) Paul Stokes gets to speak to the Estate Planning Council of Greater Miami on 

March 20, 2014.  

 

I:\9999922\PMS134177.docx 
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February 20, 2014 

 

Personal and Confidential 

 

Ms. Jane Austen  

533 Dove Street 

Coral Rock, FL 33219 

 

 Re: Estate Planning 

 

Dear Jane: 

 

 It was a pleasure to see you at our offices on February 14, 2014, when you signed the 

Jane Austen Trust, as Amended and Restated, and we discussed other aspects of your estate 

planning.  Thank you for giving me a check for the fee upon which we agreed for our services to 

date, services that include this letter. 

 

Your Major Estate Planning Documents 

 

 With the trust amendment that you signed on Friday and the disability documents that 

you signed on January 30, 2014, the following are your current Major Estate Planning 

Documents: 

 

1. Last Will and Testament of Jane Austen dated October 9, 2001. 

2. Jane Austen Trust of October 9, 2001, as amended and restated on February 14, 2014. 

3. Jane Austen Durable Power of Attorney dated January 30, 2014, naming Mary Beth 

Austen and Charles Darcy as attorneys-in-fact. 

4. Jane Austen Living Will dated January 30, 2014, naming Mary Beth Austen and Charles 

Darcy as surrogates. 

5. Jane Austen Designation of Health Care Surrogate, dated January 30, 2014, naming Mary 

Beth Austen and Charles Darcy as surrogates. 
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We sent you digital copies of these documents via email.  In addition, we enclose three 

sets of these documents, each set bound in a booklet.  The booklets are entitled Major Estate 

Planning Documents for Jane Austen as of February 14, 2014.  

 

You asked us to retain your originals in safekeeping for the present time and we will do 

so.  If at any time that you would like to have the originals back, you need only let us know and 

we will arrange to have them delivered to you.  Some commentators have suggested that our 

holding a client’s original documents gives rise to a duty upon us to notify the client of a change 

in the estate planning world that the client should know about.  We do not charge for 

safekeeping.  In exchange for that service, you agree that we have no such duty.  (Please see my 

discussion about “active” versus “dormant” representation below.”) 

 

Major and Related Estate Planning Documents 

 

I use the phrase “Major Estate Planning Documents” as a term of art.  In the 

conversations that we have about your estate planning, the phrase means your Last Will and 

Testament, the Amended and Restated Trust Agreement, along with each amendment that may 

apply later, if any, and the Disability Documents.   

 

There are, however, other kinds of documents that have estate planning implications, as 

you know.  I try to be very careful to distinguish Major Estate Planning Documents from these 

other estate planning documents.  For lack of a better phrase, I call the other documents Related 

Estate Planning Documents, and there are many types of those documents.  Sometimes the 

importance of a Related Estate Planning Document is greater than any Major Estate Planning 

Document.  Here are some examples of Related Estate Planning Documents: 

1. The beneficiary designations, both primary and alternate, of life insurance, 

qualified plans, certain types of brokerage and bank accounts, deferred 

compensation arrangements, and any other written arrangement, specification, or 

agreement that you have made or into which you have entered that directs that the 

wealth represented by the subject asset or property interest be made directly to or 

for the person or entity that is to have it at your death, regardless of what you may 

have directed in any Major Estate Planning Document. 

2. Written asset ownership arrangements which show that you own an asset 

concurrently with one or more other people and under which the wealth you own 

that is represented by that asset passes, at your death, to the concurrent owner or 

owners if any survives you.  One example of such an asset is a customer’s 

agreement with a stock broker that creates an account that you and another person 

own together as joint tenants with right of survivorship.  Another example is a 

real estate deed delivered by the grantor to you and another as grantees and that 

describes you and that other person as joint tenants with right of survivorship or in 

a way that, under the law of the state in which the real estate is located, results in 

your property interest moving at death to the surviving owner or owners. 
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3. Trust Agreements, whether revocable or irrevocable, which pertain to a trust 

estate to which you have assigned, transferred, or gifted assets – or that some 

other person has transferred assets for your benefit - and in respect to which you 

have retained or otherwise possess the power to direct the distribution at your 

death of part or all of the trust estate.   

 During our work together, you have identified a number of assets that are controlled by 

Related Estate Planning Documents, but I have not seen copies of those documents.  You have 

dealt with those documents in a way that you believe is consistent with the plan reflected in your 

Last Will and Testament and your Trust. Nevertheless, before closing our current engagement, I 

offer to extend that engagement to review those Related Estate Planning Documents. My 

paralegal assistant, Nancy Jones, would assist me on such a project. 

 

Moving Assets from “Outside” Your Trust to “Inside” Your Trust 

 

 This topic is closely related to the discussion above about Major and Related Estate 

Planning Documents.  In fact, it is mostly redundant.   

 

 We have discussed the advantages of having one’s assets in one’s revocable trust rather 

than in one’s own name in the event of one’s death or disability.  There are some kinds of assets 

the ownership of which you cannot transfer “into” your trust, that is, from your name alone to 

your name as trustee of your trust.  I refer to them as “Non-Transferrable Assets.” As to the 

assets that you can transfer to your trust, your “Transferrable Assets,” you desire to move all of 

them into your trust, except for your Miami residence.   

 

 You have advised me that you have signed the pertinent Related Estate Planning 

Documents that would move the title of your Transferrable Assets into your trust.  I have not 

seen them, but would be glad to review them if you would send me copies. 

 

 What about the “Non-Transferrable Assets?”  You can usually sign a Related Estate 

Planning Document – a beneficiary designation – that effectively designates the “then acting 

trustee” of your trust to receive the wealth in question in the event of your death.  This avoids the 

wealth represented by the subject asset from passing through probate.  You are taking care of 

those kinds of documents.  However, I would be glad to review all such documents. 

 

The Durable Power of Attorney and Your Assets 

  

 You signed a very robust Durable Power Of Attorney.  Among other things, this power 

gives your attorneys-in-fact the right to deal with assets that are not “inside” your trust.  If you 

should become disabled and there are Transferable Assets still outside your trust at the time, then 

your attorneys-in-fact can transfer them into your trust, unless guardianship proceedings 

intervene to take away that power.  Similarly, if the beneficiary designation or similar Related 

Estate Planning Document that pertains to a Non-Transferable asset is not consistent with your 

estate plan, then your attorneys-in-fact may use that power in the event of your disability to make 

them consistent.   
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  Death, however, extinguishes the power of the Durable Power Of Attorney.  It is too late 

after you die to move Transferrable Assets into your trust except through probate proceedings.  It 

is also too late to deal with Non-Transferrable assets using the power.  

 

 It is far better to get all of your estate planning documents in order now, both Major and 

Related, and not to rely on the Durable Power of Attorney. 

 

Creditor-Protection and Estate Tax Exposure Matters 

 

 In my letter to you of January 28, 2014, I discuss both “creditor-protection strategies” and 

the estate tax exposure issue.  You are a going to discuss those issues with friends and 

acquaintances of yours that are in the same position as you are, and may get back to me if you 

learn something interesting that you think I might be able to help you with.   

 

 We did not go further into those subjects at our meeting on Friday. 

 

As of the Date of this Letter Our Engagement Becomes “Dormant” 

 

 In the professional world that I inhabit, the status of my representation of you is very 

important.  The Rules of Professional Conduct of the Florida Bar that pertain to that status are 

quite rigid, however.  Either my representation of you is pending or it has been “terminated.”  

That rigidity works well for litigation attorneys and attorneys who deal with transactions, but the 

idea of our terminating our professional relationship, as we have finished our work together for 

now, is not appropriate.  In applying the “termination or not” rules, some estate planning lawyers 

speak of an “active” representation status or a “dormant” status, unless the client and the lawyer 

have decided never to work together again, in which case we have a “termination.”  In the case 

of “termination” you would become my “former client,” and there are ethics rules that apply to 

relationships between the lawyer and that lawyer’s former clients.   

 

 I do not consider you a former client.  I consider you a client.  However, I also consider 

our engagement or representation status no longer to be “active” but now to be “dormant,” even 

though you have asked me to retain the originals of your Major Estate Planning Documents.  

Here is what the American College of Trust and Estate Counsel states in its Commentaries on the 

Model Rules of Professional Conduct (Fourth Edition 2006) at page 57 concerning active and 

dormant representation: 

 

The execution of estate planning documents and the completion of related 

matters, such as changes in beneficiary designations and the transfer of assets to 

the trustee of a trust, normally ends the period during which the estate planning 

lawyer actively represents an estate planning client.
1
  At that time, unless the 

representation is terminated by the lawyer or client, the representation becomes 

                                                 
1
 As indicated above, “the completion of related matters, etc.” is not part of our engagement, unless you let me know 

that you want to extend the engagement to those matters.  In that case, our engagement would move from “dormant” 

back to “active.” 
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dormant, awaiting activation by the client.  At the client’s request, the lawyer may 

retain the original documents executed by the client.  See ACTEC commentary on 

MRCP 1.7 (Conflict of Interest: Current Clients).  Although the lawyer remains 

bound to the client by some obligations, including the duty of confidentiality, the 

lawyer’s responsibilities are diminished by the completion of the active phase of 

the representation.  As a service the lawyer may communicate periodically with 

the client regarding the desirability of reviewing his or her estate planning 

documents.  Similarly, the lawyer may send the client an individual letter or a 

form letter, pamphlet or brochure regarding changes in the law that might affect 

the client.  In the absence of an agreement to the contrary, a lawyer is not 

obligated to send a reminder to a client whose representation is dormant or to 

advise the client of the effect that changes in the law with a client’s circumstances 

might have on the client’s legal affairs. 

 

 So you need to let me know if there are changes in your family status and asset situation 

that might call for a change in the Major Estate Planning Documents or if something in the 

media or otherwise indicates to you that your estate planning interests are possibly affected, such 

as a change in the law.  We sometimes send out announcements or bulletins to our clients, but 

you should not depend on that. 

 

 I try to contact my clients if three years go by without our being in contact but please do 

not depend on me in this respect.  Nevertheless, I will diary the matter for three years from now. 

  

The Enclosed Statement 

 

 Thanks for paying the fee.  I have enclosed our statement that shows your payment. 

 

 As I indicated at the head of this letter, it was great seeing you again.  All the best on the 

new board position that you are considering. 

 

      Sincerely, 

 

 

 

      Paul M. Stokes 

Enclosures  

PS/kh 
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The Economics of Estate Planning     Paul M. Stokes 
Estate Planning Council of Greater Miami     March 20, 2014 

Diversification in the Trust and Estate Practice 

 

Subspecialty Realization Rate Difficulty Risk 
Client Development 

Opportunity 

Estate Planning Low to Medium Medium to High High High 

Estate Administration High Medium Medium Low to Medium 

Estate Litigation 
Medium to Sometimes Very 

High 
Medium Medium Medium 

Family Office and Fiduciary 
Services 

Medium to High Medium Medium Medium 
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